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1, EEVISION OF HOUES OF MEETING 

The CHAIRMAN felt that the Board could very probably finish the work on its 

agenda in time even if it concluded its afternoon meetings at 5 P.m. rather than 

б p.m. He therefore proposed that the Board decide accordingly. 

It was so agreed, 

2. REVIEW OF REPORTS OF EXPERT COMMITTEES: Item lñ of the Agenda (continuation) 

Joint ILO/WHO Comn^ttee on Occupational Health, report cn second session 
(Document EBll/l6) (continuation from fourth meeting) 

Professor FEBREIRA was surprised that the report under consideration did not 

make it absolutely clear what government department or service should be considered 

responsible for industrial hygiene and the protection of the health of workers. 

Indeed, one could conclude from 1;he report that the committee had wanted to promote 

duplication of health protection activities by both the health and labour departments 

of a government. He considered that it would Ъе advisable ' to have it clearly stated 

that where labour organizations vere not specifically responsible for the health of 

the "workers, the responsibility for their health should be that of the public health 

services of the State concerned. 

Professor ALIVISATOS considered the. report before the Board an excellent one on 

which the experts should be congratulated. While it could Ъе argued that the question 

of housing had not been considered in the report because it was not a matter of 

industrial hygiene, yet it had to be recognized that many communicable diseases, such 

as tuberculosis, began at home and vere spread in the factory. 

1
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He considered that, unfortunately, too few people would read the report and 

fewer would derive any benefit from it, since those who would read it were those vtíio 

least needed the recommendations brought to their attention• In the meantime, 

however, new and insanitary factories would be built, the ill-effects of which 

"would be felt for a long time and which would require the setting up of new 

hospitals, and large sums would be paid out in sickness benefits. The solution 

could be found by persuading States, social insurance institutions, and employers 

to organize industrial labour institutes, the costs of -which would be borne by 

social insurance funds and the employers, or by social insurance funds alone. 

Those institutes, would include special sections dealing with questions of 

industrial labour of particular concern to the countries in question. There was 

for instance a tobacco institute in existence in Greece, but it did not include 

any laboratory worker who had studied the complicated question of the relationship 

between tuberculosis and tobaccoj on the other hand many former tobacco workers 

had had to leave work because they had contracted tuberculosis, and they received 

large sickness benefits• He considered that no doctor should be accepted as a 

factory physician or as a social insurance physician unless he had spent at least 

six months in the institute• 

If such institutes were set up all the recommendations made in the report 

could be carried outj the question "was only how to make their usefulness 

understood in countries which, having no experience of rapid industrialization, 

strove to industrialize without considering anything other than the profits to 

be made and without adopting any measures for the welfare of the workers • 



Dr. MACKENZIE asked what т/vas the responsibility of the Board with regard to 

the report before it. It was merely called the report of a joint committee, and 

it would therefore seem that the Board was responsible for it. In fact it was the 

report of an expert committee. The Board had no responsibilities. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, pointed out that the committee was 

listed in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1954 as an expert 

committee, which indeed it was. The reason for the name it had been given was 

that it was not customary in the International Labour Organisation to use the 

term "expert committee", and therefore 1H0 had compromised by adopting the ILO 

term. If, however, the Board saw any objection to the title of the caranittee he 

felt certain that ILO would agree to a change. 

Dr. GHJT (International Labour Organisation), speaking at the invitation of 

the Chairman, said that if the joint committee were in future to be known as a 

joint expert committee that would be inconsistent with usual TOO/lLO practice, 

as there was a similar joint conmittee in existence concerning the hygiene of 

seafarers which was not known as an expert committee. 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked whether the ILO would agree to a statement being 

appended to the report to th3 effect that the Executive Board did not accept 

responsibility for it. 

Dr. Œ U T considered that there could be no objection to such a statement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the matter of the distribution of responsibility 

for health among ministries or government services in any country was normally 



considered by TOO to be one of purely national concern. In the days of the 

Interim Commission the view had been expressed by a number of Members that TOO 

should decide what responsibilities should be given to ministries of health• 

However, it had finally been agreed that WHO should confine its attention to the 

degrees and kinds of health services which should be government responsibility 

but that the organizational methods by which those services were provided should 

be decided upon by the governments concerned. There шв such a variety in the 

system of government organization in the world in general that it would be 

extremely difficult for any expert committee or other body to try to define 

where responsibility should rest. For instance, Ш0, together with the 

Rockefeller Foundation, had made a survey in one government and had found that 

the responsibility for health matters lay with five different ministries, but 

that the situation was so bound up with the tradition of government organization 

that it would have been useless to attempt to change it. 

Dr. ALLïvOOD-PAREDES considered the attitude of Ш0 to be wise, since 

governments were sovereign bodies "which should determine for themselves how to 

administer their services • TNhat he disagreed with was rather the sentence on 

page 3 of the report, #iich stated that there no provision had been made for 

discussion of methods of control of occupational diseases and accidents at the 

session of the joint committee, since those were questions of special concern 

to ILO
#
 He did not see why Ш0 should not have considered the matter since in 

many countries occupational diseases and accidents were the responsibility of 

the health ministries• The question was particularly important since, in a 
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number of countries, particularly smaller countries where industrialization was 

only beginning, it was intended to establish services for the protection of 

health, including that of the workers, in a single department, in order to avoid 

the duplication which existed in other countries as a result of administrative 

tradition. 

He therefore felt that the statement in the report did not quite agree with 

the statement just made by the Director-General. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL answered that the general responsibility in the matter 

had been decided by the First Iñ/orld Health Assembly, which had recognized that 

ILO was already engaged in the field of industrial health. It had been decided 

at that time that, particularly since there was much pressure upon the budget 

of WHO, all matters of industrial health and hygiene should be left to ILO; 

only the minimum provisions had been made in the WHO Secretariat to deal with 

the problem, and those were almost entirely confined to liaison with ILO. WHO 

did not deal with industrial accidents. 

The terms of reference of the joint committee had stated that it should 

concern itself with matters of common interest and coming under the common 

responsibility of both agencies. Of course, each agency was interested in the 

work done by the other, but where a matter was the exclusive responsibility of 

one agency a joint committee would not deal with it. There was, however, no 

sharp line of demarcation between the responsibilities of the two organizations 

in the field of industrial hygiene, but understandings were reached from day to 

day. 



In addition, the composition of committees was determined by their agendas 

#iich were in turn limited to the questions which could be dealt with by a sn^ll 

group of persons, since the size of committees which could be financed by WHO 

was determined by a decision of the Health Assembly. It was nevertheless trae 

that a more extensive field could have been studied had the terras of reference 

been wider. 

Professor FEREEIRA hoped that the fears of Professor Alivisatos would not 

be realized and pointed oat that, in his opinion, it was not always correct to 

assume that in order to ensure adequate health services it was sufficient for 

the public health services of the country to take over the responsibility for 

them; the public health services were sometimes bad. 

At the same time, he reiterated his former statement that it should be made 

quite clear that the Executive Board did not advocate making one or another 

department exclusively responsible for the health of workers but that proper 

collaboration should be ensured in all cases where more than one government 

department was responsible, or thatntere none was responsible the public health 

services should deal with the matter. 

Dr. GRUT wished to associate himself with the views expressed by the 

Director-General. It had not been considered feasible for the Coramittee to 

establish master plans or absolute rules applicable to the great variety of 

conditions existing in the different countries and depending upon tradition, the 

stage of industrialization, the types of industrial hazards, and the prevalence 

of endemic and social diseases. The solution was to be found by evaluating the 
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most important problems and deciding what body vas most competent; to deal with, them in 

the circumstances。 He would add that while one could hardly fail to notice the incidence 

of tuberculosis and malaria if they were of real social importance^ it was impossible to 

assess the incidence of occupational diseases without looking for them。 

The ILO had undertaken a study on the various ways in which ministries of labour 

and social affairs vere organised throughout the world, not with the object of dictating 

any ideal solution but merely to demonstrate what could be done in different circumstances-

With reference to the remarks of Dr, Bravo at the preceding meeting) the Board might 

be interested to know of the existence of an international regulation, 'fùe Becommendation 

of Medical Examination of Young Persons， 19紅6, which provided for proper medical treatment 

of persons found, to have physical handicaps. 

WHO and ILO were both interested in the good health of the working population, which 

was obviously required for the prosperity of the world. It vas necessary for both 

organisations to work in close co-operation, and lie felt that
i
 given adequate resources, 

the experience of ILO and the bold initiative of WHO would enable those two agencies to 

deal with the problem. 

The СНАШ4/Ш asked Professor Ferreira whether he considered the point he had raised 

to be met by the sentence on page 55 of the report, "It will Ъе the duty and concern of 

these departments to co-operate with and assist one another freely and wholeheartedly in 

the common aim of promotj.ng the health, saféty and welfare of the individual and the 

communities in which they live and work," 

Professor FERRE1Б.A anfc-vered that the sentence vas one he had had in mind when he had 

raised his objection^ since iie considered that it could be taken to mean two or more 

official agencies, such as ministries of health, and labour, should be responsible for 

occupational health
s 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that if the Executive Board agreed with Professor 

îerreira it could attach a statement to the report calling attention to the matter. The 

report itself could not, of course, be altered since it was the report of a group of 

independent experts. 

Dr« HAYEK agreed that such a statement should be added by the Executive Board
u 

Dr
 e
 HQRmDO considered the long debate by the Board on the subject of the report 

under consideration to be unjustified. The report was a general one issued by a joint 

committee composed of representatives of ILO and WHO. Those representatives were, it 

would be noted, medical men, and if they had not considered all the medical aspects of 

the question that was because they had followed their terms of reference. As the 

Director-General had pointed out, however, the First World Health Assembly had agreed to 

leave matters of industrial hygiene to ILO. If WHO wanted to undertake a study of all 

the problems of industrial hygiene it would not be sufficient to set up an expert c o m - . 

mittee but rather it would be necessary to convene what vrould amount to a congress which 

would make a long and full study of the question. 

He therefore felt that the report should be considered in the same шу as the others 

which had come before the Board, and that the Board should authorize its publication. 

It
 w o u

l d also be published by ILO and probably by trade unions and labour ministries in 

many countries and would, be read by those whom it concerned. 

Th3 CHAIRMAN thought that some clarification was still needed on one point. 

Professor Ferreira had proposed that a statement should be attached to the report re-

garding the responsibility of ministries in matters of health; on the other hand, the 

Director-General had said that it m s the view of Ш0 that it should not be concerned 



•râth the allocation of responsibilities to national ministries. If the Board were to 

follow Professor Ferreira's suggestion, vrould it be going against the earlier under-

standing of WHO? 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL answered that he had not'understood Professor Ferreira to say 

that he wanted to allocate the responsibilities to any participar ministry, but rather 

that where no body was concerned with occupational health the Ministry of Health should 

take the view that it was finally responsible for all aspects of health in the country. 

There could be no objection to a statement couched in those or similar terms being 

attached to the reporto 

• The CHAIRMAN noted that some speakers felt that the report should be dealt with in 

the same manner as previous reports, vihile others felt that the Executive Board should 

attach an additional statement to it。 He proposed that the Board follow the usual course 

in dealing with the report, and he put that proposal to the vote. 

Decisions It Tías decided by a majority vote to deal m t h the report in .. 
the usual manner, 

The CHAIRMAN then read out the following draft resolution for the Board's approval? 

The Executive Board. 

1
0
 NOTES the report of the Joint ILO/^HO Committee on Occupational Health on its 

second session; 

2, THANKS the members of the committee for their work; 

3, THANKS ILO for its excellent collaboration and notes that the ILO Governing Body 

has reviewed the report favourably^ and 

4, AUTHORIZES the publication and distribution of the report. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted unanimously (see resolution EB11.R16). 



Expert Committee on Venereal Infections and Treponematoses, fourth report (docrupent 
EBÍ1/39)上 

Dr. BONNE, Director, Division of Communicable Disease Services, introducing the 

fourth report of the expert committee, stated that it had been possible to give more 

attention to detailed technical advice, the general recommendations having been covered 

in former sessions；it was the first time that the non-venereal treponematoses had been 

included. 

The experience in mass campaigns had been analysed and it was concluded that at least 

90^5 of the population must be covered in the first and in successive ccaitrol surveys and 

that control examinations should take place within six months of the initial surveys. 

It was also clear that contacts should be treated, but the committee had found it 

difficult to define a contact and had indicated that the higher the prevalence of the 

disease, the wider should be the group considered as contacts• 

Minimal therapeutic doess had been established for clinical patients with venereal 

syphilis as well as for use in mass campaigns against all treponemal diseases. 

The report also reviewed the necessary serological activities and commented on the 

standardization of antigens and laboratory methods. 

Finally, emphasis was laid on the integration of specialized services for treatment 

of venereal infections and treponematoses into the general health services of the country-

concerned. 

Dr. DA.ENGSVANG vias certain that the report would facilitate 'the work of health 

administrations in many Member States of WHO in their attempts to control venereal 

diseases and treponematoses.and that millions would benefit by the work of the expert 

committee. In particular, many recommendations had been made concerning mass campaigns 

for the elimination of yaws, which was causing so much chronic disability and reducing the 

1
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working efficiency of millions of people in many of the undeveloped areas of the world at 

the most productive period of their lives. The recommendation that the minimum dose of 

procaine penicillin G in oil with aluminium monostearate should be 1.2 mega-units 

would undoubtedly result in the saving of a great deal of time and money. 

The report also showed the importance of consolidating the results achieved with 

mass treatment and cf covering at least 90fo of the population in the surveys. The re-

commendations concerning preventive or abortive treatment of contacts would also be a 

great help in controlling yaws« 

He greatly appreciated the fact that members of the expert committee had agreed to 

undertake trials with the new insoluble amine penicillin salts, which would maintain 

effective blood levels of penicillin for a considerably longer period of time than had 

so far been possible, and he hoped that WHO would co-operate vith the committee in 

studying the use of those saltsс 

Finally, he expressed his readiness to approve the report. 

Dr» MALEKI considered the report to be one of the best he had read. He would how-

ever ask if the committee had considered the treatment of syphilis with drugs other than 

penicillin since it was known that certain patients were resistant to it while others 

could not tolerate it. He also wondered whether a sufficient period of time had elapsed 

to make it possible to judge the efficacy of penicillin treatment. 

Dr. BONNE answered that the expert committee had indeed touched upon the question of 

treatment with drugs other than penicillin. It had, however, made no recommendations on 

the subject. It was interesting, in following the reports of the expert committee, to 

note that the old methods of treatment were gradually disappearing and that more and more 

persons who had formerly favoured the continuation of the old methods or their combination 

with penicillin were becoming convinced that, penicillin treatment alone was sufficient. 



Dr
c
 КШЛШШЖ associated himself with the tributes paid by previous speakers 

to the report • Oommenting on the re commendations contained on pages 21, 28, 32, 39 

and 43 of the mimeographed report, he made the following suggestions： 

(1) that, for easy reference, all re commendations should be suminarizad at the end 

of the report ; 

(2) that the re commendations should be divided into two main groups： (a) those 

of a general nature for possible implementation by governments, and (b) those which 

could be implemented by the Organization. 

The recommendations falling under (b) might be sub-divided into 

(i) those which could be carried out without additional funds, and 

(ii) those which would require money for their implementation. 

In that respect he enquired whether any budgetary provision had been or could 

be made for the implementation of recommendation (2) on p age 39 and recommendation 

(1) on page 43» 

He further suggested that the special attention of governments should be drawn to 

the recommendations, and saw no reason why the Board could not endorse them in sending 

out the documento 

Dr. ВОКЖ̂  replying 七0 questions raised, said： 

(1) Since the grouping of the recommendations at the end of the document would not, 

in it self, change the nature of the report, this might be done if the Board so desired. 

(2) It. was hoped that no financial implications would arise in connexion with 

recommendation (2) on page 39^ owir^ to the establishment of co-operation with the 

International Congress on Tropical Medicine in 1953^ The only expenses likely to arise 



would be those incurred for travel in the case of one or two persons. 

(З) As to recommendation (1) on page 紅5， any requests for fellowships in 

connexion with the International Port Demonstration Project at Rotterdam would 

be financed under the overall item for fellowships in the budget. 

Dr. MACKENZIE joined in the tribute paid to the report, which vas a very-

useful document. He regretted, however, that no decision had been reached in 

regard to the use of penicillin for the treatment aboard ship of undiagnosed genital 

ulcers. The United Kingdom had taken q. strong line against that practice 

and it vould have been a great help to those concerned with shipping and the 

treatment of cases on board ship, ‘had a definite view been voiced one way or 

another. 

He strongly supported Dr. Karunaratne
1

 s suggestion with regard to the 

recommendations of expert committees. In his view, not only should the 

recommendations be grouped; they should also be specifically addressed to 

those concerned. In his view expert committees should be encouraged to 

make specific recommendations to the Board, which would then consider whether 

to accept them or not. 

The CHAIRMAJi reminded members of the established practice of the Board 

in merely noting expert committee reports and leaving it to governments to 

act on the recommendations as they individually saw fit. He invited comments 

from the Board on that procedure. 



Dr. MACKENZIE said he thought the correct procedure would be for expert coiumiUeos 

to -make recommendations to the Board, which could in turn pass them on to governments. 

The export committees made recommendations from the purely technical angle, whereas tha 

Board consisted of medical adminisrbrators, who should bs aware to what extent the 

application of the recommendations was desirable or practicable. He was doubtful 

whether, as a general procedure, expert conmittees should report direct to 

governments： recommendations to governments should really go through some msdical/ad-

ministrativ© body. 

The CHAIRM/IN enquired whether it would be correct to draw the attention of 

governments to recommendations in the case of one expert committee report, when such a 

procedure had not been adopted in the case of others. He, personally, was in favour 

of the principle but would like the views of the Board on the point he had raised. 

He proposed the setting-up of a small working party to study the recommendations 

of
 S X

pert coinmittees and to suggest which of the recommendations might be specifically 

passed on to governments. 

Dr. KâRUKARâTNE thought that each езфегЬ conmittee report should be dealt with on 

its merits. In the present instance the Board had before it certain particularly 

useful recommendations, to which it was iuportant to draw the attention of governments. 

Such a procedure would not necessarily be appropriate to all e ^ e r t committee reports, 

but only to those in which the recommendations were considered likely to be of 

specific interest to governments. He fèlt that the recommendations in the report 

under discussion should be carefully studied either by the Board or by a working party 



in order to reach a decision as to which of them should be specially drawn to the 

attention of governments. 

It was agreed that a draft resolution along the lines proposed by Dr. Karuxiaratno 

drawing the attention of governments to recorameniations in the report, would be 

submitted later in the proceedings. 

(See also under section 4 below) 

3. REPORT OK APPOINTMENTS TO EXP2RT ADVISORY PANELS: 
Item 19 of the Agenda (Documents EB11/26 and EB11/26 Add. 1 A Gorr« 1) 

Dr.. MÔ.ŒENZIE3 observing that the list of appointments to some panels ran to 

considerable length, enquired 她ether some of them could not bo sub-divided• Could 

nob y for instance, the Export Advisory panel on Tuberculosis be sub-divided to group 

the various axperts under particular aspects cf the disease? 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL e^lained that an attempt had already been made to break down 

the list in the way suggested; difficulties had, however, arisen owing to the lack of 

a clear line of demarcation as between the particular aspects of the various diseases, 

and he doubted whether any compensatory advantage would be gained from attempts to sub-

divide the lists. Additional experts had been added at the request both of the Health 

Assembly and of the Board, and whether such an extension of a panel was a disadvantage 

was open to question. Inclusion of an expert oti a panel often led to increased 

interest in the work of WHO. The necessity of finding the right person for discussion 

of a particular agenda item of an expert committee was one of the reasons why additions 

had to be made to expert panels 



While it would be extremely useful to know the views of the Board on develop-

ments and potential difficulties, he saw no great disadvantage in having extensive 

panels from which experts could be drawn. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE asked what was the procedure for keeping panels up to date. 

He had understood that names were retained for a period of five years and after 

that the position reviewed. He believed however that there were cases where experts, 

still on the panel lists, were no longer alive. 

Dr. HURTADO urged that WHO should have recourse to the services of experts 

and specialists who, by their works and reputation in the scientific world, were 

recognized as outstanding in a particular field. Invaluab;Le sources of information 

were the scientific non-governmental organizations - admitted into relationship 

•with the Organization - and their services should be unlisted. He noted the absence 

from the list of тацу distinguished personalities (to whom he would not refer by 

name)， and stressed that the standing of many of the experts listed would often 

not prove acceptable to recognized institutes in that speciality. That was one 

of the reasons -vrhy the Board had not always found it possible to endorse the conr-

clusions reached by expert committees, some of whose reports contained invalid 

statements. That was a grave situation for WHO. 

. International associations in official relationship with WHO, academies and 

universities, and indeed ацу scientific organization of the necessary standing, 

were among the obvious sotirces from which experts should be sought. He believed 

that a complete and careful review should be undertaken of the whole procedure for 

the selection of experts. He added that the Expert Panel on Tuberculosis was 

particularly lacking in the right people; тацу aspects of the disease were not covered. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought there was some misunderstanding of the functións 

of experts. No attempt had ever been made to cover every aspect of tuberculosis 

either in the advisory panel or in the expert cœimittee, since many aspects of the 

disease were of no iiranediate practical interest to WHO and were outside its range 

of activities. He personally was fully confident that eveiy expert appointed was 

competent to advise the Organization on a specific item of a particular agenda* 

What was esrential was to get the best possible expert for specific aspects of work 

falling within the province of Ш0. 

The names of experts were requested from all sources open to the Organization, 

» 

including all relevant literature. It might happen that an expert was selected 

because he had produced a new outlook on a particular aspect of a subject, which it 

was necessary to bring to the attention of other experts. Although he might not 

be a recognized world authority hq might, on the other hand, have extensive 

experience of one aspect of the subject of a particular agenda item. 

The balancing of a committee to cover all aspects of its work was a delicate 

business, involving not only technical knowledge but an understanding of conditions 

in particular are as • It was difficult to lay down ary general attitude or rule 

about the membership of expert advisory panels• 

Dr. MACKENZIE said he was grateful for the Director-General's explanations. 

He observed that a certain amount of misunderstanding about the operation of the 

panel system might be avoided if the explanations at present furnished to governments ‘ 

and to nominees could be made clearer in certain respects• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that the system should be more fully explained both 

to governments and to menibers appointed to expert advisory panels
# 



The CHAIRMAN proposed, in view of the serious difficulties faced by the Board 

in its procedure with regard to the re comme ndat ions of expert committeés, that a 

working party be set up to consider (1) the procedure for dealing with expert 

committee reports, and (2) the question of appointments to expert advisory panels• 

Dr, CANAPERIA endorsed the Chairman
1

s proposal. Under established procedure 

the Board did not discuss expert committee reports in detail, and the system of 

merely noting then and authorizing their publication was not entirely satisfactory, 

Dr» MACKENZIE thought that the present method was satisfactory and should be 

given further trial. His only point had been that the machinery for appointment 

was not clearly understood and should be further explained. The Board was only In 

a position to deal with the procedure for the consideration of recommendations but 

was not competent to discuss the actual reports. 

Professor De LAET shared the views expressed by Dr. Mackenzie. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREEES said that in his view the present procedure should be 

maintained for a further period. He believed that the Director-General's 

explanations covered the point raised by Dr. Hurtado, 

Dr. HURTADO said he recognized that the list contained many distinguished 

names; his point was that it was not uniform in that respect, nor was he completely 

satisfied with the Director-General's explanations. 

In his view there was a contradiction in the present procedure, under which 

the Organization selected the experts but did not endorse their views. 
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The CHàIRMAiJ believed that the consensus of opinion favoured the continuance 

of the present system. Нэ therefore would "withdraw his proposal for the setting 

up of a-iirorking party. 

4 . PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD WITH REGARD TO RECOMMENDA.TIONS OF 
EXPERT COMMITTEES. 

Discussion was resumed on the fourth report of the Expert Committee on 

Venereal Infections and Treponematoses (see section 2 above). The CHAJRMikN read 

the following draft roselutionî 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the fourth report of the Expert Committee on Venereal 

Infections and Treponematoses; 

2. THANKS the members of the committea for their irorkj 

3. DRAWS the attention of governments to the recommendations 
contained in the report； and 
4. AUTHORIZES the publication on the report. 

The CHAIRMAJN enquired whether in paragraph 3 of the proposed resolution the 

Board wished to use the usual phrase, "endorses the recommendations", or the 

phrase, " draws the attention of govamments to thd recommendations". 

Dr. KARUNàRàTNE observed that the resolution as drafted failed to-make clear 

that not all the re commendations in tha report vie re applicable to governments. 

Br. MACKENZIE doubted whethar a clsar procedure could be laid doiwn, since it 

was necessary for recommendations in difforent reports to bs dealt with in 

different ways. Expert committees might refer certain recommendations to the Board, 



and those the Board must deal with; the committees might also make certain 

recommendations to governments, and if those had medical/administrative implications^ 

the Board should consider how far they were applicable and if it considered them 

suitable could endorse them; and there was a third category of recommendations 

(those from expert committees to governments) - some of which the Board might not 
* 

altogether agree with - to which it might simply draw the attention of governments. 

The CHAIRMftN suggested that paragraph 3 of the draft resolution under discussion 

might be amended to read "draws the attention of governments to relevant 

recommendations •••"• 

Decision: The resolution as thus amended was adopted (see resolution EB11.E15). 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to a question by Professor Ferreira, said that 

the Board could not make any changes in a report drawn up by a group of experts in 

their own name. It could, however， make comments thereon. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES felt that the wording of the resolution as now adopted 

might be considered discriminatory, in view of the fact that a different wording 

had been used in resolutions on reports previously considered. 

The CHAIRMAN said that that was one of the reasons why he had suggested the 

setting up of a working party. 

Professor CANAPERIA suggested that the Board found itself in rather ал odd 

situation since on the one hand it assumed no responsibility for the recommendations 

of expert committees yet on the other i'c directed the attention of governments to 



certain of those recommendations. Frequently, he believed, governments were unable 

to distinguish between recommendations emanating from a group of experts and those 

coming directly from the Organization itself. Hence he favoured the setting up of 

a working party; the question was a complex one of fundamental importance to the 

Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that since the resolution had already been adopted, the 

Board must now consider whether it wished to reopen the question. He suggested 

that any further discussion Ъе deferred to the next meeting. 

(For continuation of discussion, see sixth meeting?) 

The meeting rose at 12.30 P«m« 
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1. REVISION OF HOURS OF MEETING 

The СНАШШГ felt that the Board could very probably finish the work on its 

agenda in time even if it concluded its afternoon meetings at 5 p.m. rather than 

6 p.m. He therefore proposed that the Board decide accordingly. 

It was so agreed. 

2. EEVIEW OF EEPOETS OF EXPERT COMMITTEES : Item 18 of the Agenda (continuation) 

Joiirt ILO/WHO Committee on Occupational Health, Second Report (continuation) 
(Document EBll/l6) 

Professor FERREIBA was surprised that the report under consideration did not 

make it absolutely clear what government department or service should Ъе considered 

responsible for industrial hygiene and the protection of the health of workers. 

Indeed, one could conclude from the report that the committee had wanted to promote 

duplication of health protection activities by both the health and labour departments 

of a government. Нэ considered that it would be advisable to have it clearly stated 

that where labour organizations were not specifically responsible for the health of 

the workers, the responsibility for their health should Ъе that of the public health 

services of the State concerned. 

Professor ALIVISATOS considered the report before the Board an excellent one on 

which the experts should Ъе congratulated. While it could Ъе argued that the question 

of housing had not been considered in the report because it was not a matter of 

industrial hygiene, yet it had to be recognized that many communicable diseases,such 

as tubérculosis, began at home and were spread in the factory. 



He considered that, unfortunately, too few people would read the report and 

fewer would derive any benefit from it, since those who would read it were those who 

least needed the recommendations brought to their attention. In the meantime, 

however, new and insanitary factories would be built, the ill-effects of which 

wouid be felt for a long time and which would require the setting up of new 

hospitals, and large sums would be paid out in sickness benefits. The solution 

could be found by persuading States, social insurance institutions, and employers 

to organize industrial labour institutes, the costs of which would be borne by 

social insurance funds and the employers, or by social insurance funds alone. 

Those institutes, would include special sections dealing with questions of 

industrial labour of particular concern to the countries in question. There was 

for instance a tobacco institute in existence in Greece, but it did not include 

any laboratory worker who had studied the complicated question of the relationship 

between tuberculosis and tobacco; on the other hand many former tobacco workers 

had had to leave work because they had contracted tuberculosis, and they received 

large sickness benefits. He considered that no doctor should be accepted as a 

factory physician or as a social insurance physician unless he had spent at least 

six months in the institute. 

If such institutes. were set up all the recommendations made in the report 

could be carried out; the question was only how to make their usefulness 

understood in countries which, having no experience of rapid industrialization, 

strove to industrialize without considering anything other than the profits to 

be made and without adopting any measures for the welfare of the workers• 



Dr. MACKENZIE asked what шз the responsibility of the Board with regard to 

the report before it• It was merely called the report of a joint committee,, and 

it would therefore seem that the Board was responsible for it. In fact it was the 

report of an expert committee• The Board had no responsibilities. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, pointed out that the committee was 

listed in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1954 as an expert 

committee，which indeed it was. The reason for the name it had been given шз 

that it was not customary in the International Labour Organisation to use the 

term
 w

 expert commit tee", and therefore "WHO had compromised by adopting the ILO 

term* If, however, the Board saw any objection to the title of the committee he 

felt certain that ILO would agree to a change• 

Dr. GBDT (International Labour Organisation), speaking at the invitation of 

the Ohairman. said that if the joint committee were in future to be known as a 

joint expert committee that would be inconsistent with usual ТШО/Ш) practice
f 

as there was a similar joint committee in existence concerning the hygiene of 

seafarers which was not known as an expert committee. 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked whether the ILO would agree to a statement being 

appended to the report to the effect that the Executive Board did not accept 

responsibility for it. 

Dr. (2ШТ considered that there could be no objection to such a statement. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the matter of the distribution of responsibility 

for health among ministries or government services in any country was normally 
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considered by 1HÛ to be one of purely national concern. In the days of the 

Interim Commission the view had been expressed by a number of Members that ТШО 

should decide what responsibilities should be given to ministries of health. 

However, it had finally been agreed t¡hat liVHO should çonfine its attention to the 

degrees and kinds of health services which should be government responsibility 

but that the organizational methods by which those services were provided should 

be decided upon by the governments concerned. There was such a variety in the 

system of government organization in the world in general that it would be 

extremely difficult for any expert committee or other body to try to define 

where responsibility should rest. For instance, WHO, together with the 

Rockefeller Foundation, had made a survey in one government and had found that 

the responsibility for health matters lay with five different ministries, but 

that the situation was so bound up with the tradition of government organization 

that it would have been useless to attempt to change it. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES considered the attitude of Ш0 to be wise, since 

governments were sovereign bodies iiriiich should determine for themselves how to 

administer their services. TOaat he disagreed with was rather the sentence on 

page 3 of the report, vàiich stated that there no provision had been made for 

discussion of methods of control of occupational diseases and accidents at the 

session of the joint committee, since those were questions of special concern 

to ILO. He did not see why 1H0 should not have considered the matter since in 

many countries occupational diseases and aecidents were the responsibility of 

the health ministries. The question was particularly important since, in a 



number of countries, particularly smaller countries where industrialization was 

only beginning, it was intended to establish services for the protection of 

health, including that of the workers, in a single department, in order to avoid 

the duplication which existed in other countries as a result of administrative 

tradition. 

He therefore felt that the statement in the report did not quite agree with 

the statement just made by the Director-General. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL answered that the general responsibility in the matter 

had been decided by the first 1/Vorld Health Assembly, which had recognized, that 

ILO was already engaged in the field of industrial health. It had been decided 

at that time that) particularly since there was much pressure upon the budget 

of WHO, all matters of industrial health and hygiene should be left to ILO； 

only the minimum provisions had been made in the WHO Secretariat to deal with 

the problem, and those were almost entirely confined to liaison with ILO, WHO 

did not deal with industrial accidents. 

The terms of reference of the joint committee had stated that it should 

concern itself with matters of common interest and coming under the common 

responsibility of botb agencies. Of course, each agency was interested in the 

work done by the other, but where a matter was the exclusive responsibility of 

one agency a joint committee would not deal with it. There was, however, no 

sharp line of demarcation between the responsibilities of the two organizations 

in the field of industrial hygiene, but understandings were reached from day to 

day. 



In addition, the composition of committees was detemined by their agendas 

viiiich were in turn limited to the questions which could be dealt with by a small 

group of persons, since the size of committees which could be financed by WHO 

was determined by a decision of the Health Assembly. It was nevertheless true 

that a more extensive field could have been studied had the terms of reference 

been wider. 

Professor FERREIRA hoped that the fears of Professor Alivisatos would not 

be realized and pointed out that, in his opinion, it was not always correct to 

assume that in order to ensure adequate health services it was sufficient for 

the public health services of the country to take over the responsibility for 

themj the public health services were sometimes bad. 

At the same time, he reiterated his former statement that it should be made 

quite clear that the Executive Board did not advocate making one or another 

department exclusively responsible for the health of workers but that proper 

collaboration should be ensured in all cases where more than one government 

department was responsible, or thatntiTere none was responsible the public health 

services should deal with the matter. 

Dr. GRUT wished to associate himself with the views expressed by the 

Director-General. It had not been considered feasible for the Committee to 

establish master plans or absolute rules applicable to the great variety of 

conditions existing in the different countries and depending upon tradition, the 

stage of industrialization, the types of industrial hazards and the prevalence 

of endemic and social diseases. The solution was to be found by evaluating "the 



most important problems and deciding what body was most competent to deal with them in 

the circumstances «> He would add that while one could hardly fail to notice the incidence 

of tuberculosis and malaria if they were of real social importance
5
 it was impossible to 

assess the incidence of occupational diseases without looking for them о 

The ILO had undertaken a study on the various ways in which ministries of labour 

and social affairs were organized throughout the world， not with the object of dictating 

any ideal solution but merely to demonstrate what coiild be done in different circumstanceBo 

With reference to the remarks of D r B r a v o at the preceding meeting, the Board might 

Ъе interested to know of the existence of an international regulation^ T>ia Recommendation 

of Medical Examination of Young Persons， 1946. which provided for proper medical treatment 

of persons found to have physical handicaps о 

WHO and ILO were botii interested in the 

wac obviously required for the prosperity of 

organizations to work in close со—operaticn
5 

good health of tiie working population^ which 

the world с It was necessary for both 

and he felt that^ given adequate resources^ 

the experience of ILO and the bold initiative of WHO would enable those two agencies to 

deal -with the problem
0 

The CHAIRMAN asked Professor Ferreira whether he considered the point he had raised 

to be met by the sentence on page 35 of the report^
 ir

It will be the duty and concern of 

these departments to co-operate and assist one another freely and wholeheartedly in the 

common aim of promoting the healthy safety and wel-fare of the individual and the 

communities in which they live and work。” 

Professor FERREIRA answered that the sentence was one hs had had in mind when he had 

raised his objection^ since he considered that it could be taken to mean that two or more 

official agencies, such as ministries of health and labom、should be responsible for 

occupational health 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that if the Executive Board agreed with Professor 

îerreira it could attach a statement to the report calling attention to the matter. The 

report itself could not, of course, be altered since it was the report of a group of 

independent experts. 

Dr。 HAYEK agreed that such a statement should be added by the Executive Board. 

Dr. HURTADO considered the long debate by the Board on the subject of the report 

under consideration to be unjustified» The report was a general one issued by a joint 

committee composed of representatives of ILO and WHO. Those representatives were, it 

would be noted, medical men, and if they had not considered all the medical aspects of 

the question that wag because they had followed their terms of reference. As the 

Director-General had pointed out
?
 however, the First World Health Assembly had agreed to 

leave matters of industrial hygiene to IL0» If WHO т/vanted to undertake a study of all 

the problems of industrial hygiene it would not be sufficient to set up an expert con>-

m l
ttee but rathe广 it would be necessary to convene what would amount to a congress which 

would make a long and full study of the question. 

He therefore felt that the report should be considered in the same vray as the others 

which had come before the Board, and that the Board should authorize its publication. 

It would also be published by ILO and probably by trade unions and labour ministries in 

many countries and would be read by those whom it concerned. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that some clarification was still needed on one point. 

Professor Ferreira had proposed that a statement should be attached to the report re-

garding the responsibility of ministries in matters of health; on the other hand, the 

Director-General had said that it т/ras the view of WHO that it should not be concerned 



with the allocation of responsibilities to national ministries• If the Board were to 

follow Professor Ferreira
 f

s suggestion, would it be going against the earlier undeiv 

standing of WHO? 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL answered that he had not understood Professor Ferreira to say 

that he wanted to allocate the responsibilities to any particular ministry, but rather 

that where no body was concerned with occupational health the Ministry of Health should 

take the view that it was finally responsible for all aspects of health in the country. 

There could be no objection to a statement couched in those or similar terms being 

attached to the report• 

The CHAIRMAN noted that some speakers felt that the report should be dealt with in . 

the same manner as previous reports, "while others felt that the Executive Board should 

attach an additional S"tatenien"b to i*to He proposed that "the Board follow the usual cours 

in dealing with the report, and he put that proposal to the vote. , 

Decisions It was decided by a majority vote to deal with the report in 
the usual manner » 

The CHAIRMAN then read out the following draft resolution for the Board
1

s approval! 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the report of the Joint ILO/lilHO Committee on Occupational Health on its 

second session; 

2P THANKS the members of the committee for their work; 

3t THANKS ILO for its excellent collaboration and notes that the ILO Governing Bodj 

has reviewed the report favourably, and 
\ 

4« AUTHORIZES the publication and distribution of the report• 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted unanimously• 



Expert Committee on Venereal Infections and Treponematosis, fourth report (document 
EB11/39T ~ 

Dr» BONNEj. Director, Division of Coiraminicable Disease Services, introducing the 

fourth report of the expert committee, stated that it had been possible to give more 

attention to detailed technical advice, the general recommendations having been covered 

in former sessions; it was the first time that the non-venereal treponematoses had been 

included
e 

The experience in mass campaigns had been analysed and it was concluded that at least 

90艿 of the population must be covered in the first and in successive control surveys and 

that control examinations should take place within six months of the initial surveys о 

ГЬ was also clear that contacts should be treated, but the committee had found it 

difficult to define a contact and had indicated that the higher the prevalence of the 

disease
s
 the wider should be the group considered as contacts。 

Minimal therapeutic doses had been established for clinical patients with venereal 

syphilis as well as for use in mass campaigns against all treponemal- diseases. 
� . 

The report also reviewed the necessary serological activitiés and commented on the 

standardization of antigens and laboratory methods «, 

Finally, emphasis was laid on the integration of specialized services for treatment 

of venereal infections and treponematoses into the general health services of the country 

concerned. 

Dr. DAENaSVANG -was certain that the report would facilitate the work of health 

administrations in many Member States of WHO in their attempts to control venereal 

diseases and treponematoses and that millions would benefit by the work of the expert 

• __ . * « ' » 

committee. In particular^ many recommendations had been made concerning mass campaigns 

for the elimination of yaws, which. 〜vas causing so much chronic disability .and reducing the 



working efficiency of millions of people in many of the undeveloped areas of the -rorld at 

the most productive period of their lives• The recommendation that the minimum dose of 
•. » 

procaine penicillin G in oil with 2% almiinium monostearate should be 1^2 million mega 

units would undoubtedly result in the saving of a great deal of time and money. 

The report also showed the importance of consolidating the results achieved with 

mass treatment and of covering at least 90% of the population in the surveys » The re-

commendations concerning preventive or abortive treatment of contacts would also be a 

great help in controlling yaws* 

He greatly appreciated the fact that members of the expert committee had agreed to 

undertake trials with the new insoluble amine penicillin salts, which would maintain 

effective blood levels for a considerably longer period of time than had so far been 

possible, and he hoped that WHO would co-operate' -with the committee in studying the use 

of those salts. 

Finally, he expressed his readiness to approve the report• 

Dr» MA.LEKI considered the report to be one of the best he had read» He would how-

ever ask if the committee had considered the treatment of syphilis with drugs other than 

penicillin since it was known that certain patients were resistant to it while others 

could not tolerate it# He also wondered whether a sufficient period of time had elapsed 

to make it possible to judge the efficacy of penicillin treatment. 

Dr, BONNE answered that the expert committee had indeed touched upon the question of 

treatment with drugs other than penicillin» It had, however, made no recommendations on 

the subject. It was interesting, in following the reports of the expert committee, to 

note that the old methods of treatment were gradually disappearing and that more and more 

persons who had formerly favoured the continuation of the old methods or their combination 

with penicillin were becoming convinced that penicillin treatment alone -was sufficienta 



Dr. KARUNARATNE associated himself with the tributes paid by previous speakers 

to the report. Ooramenting on the recommendations contained on pages 21, 28, 32, 39 

and 43 of the mimeographed report, he made the following suggestions； 

(1) that, for easy reference, all reconunendations should be summarised at the end 

of the report； 

(2) that the recommendations should be divided into two main groups : (a) those 

of a general nature for possible implementation by governments, and (b) those which 

could be implemented by the Organization. 

The recommendations falling under (b) might be sub-divided into 

(i) those which could be carried out without additional funds, and 

(ii) those which would require money for their implementation. 

In that respect he enquired whether any budgetary provision had been or could 

be made for the inpleraentation of recommendation (2) on page 39 and recommendation 

(1) on page 43. 

He further suggested that the special attention of governments should be dra-vm to 

the recommendations, and saw no reason why the Board could not endorse them in sending 

out the document. 

Dr. BONNE, replying to questions raised, said： 

(1) Since the grouping of the recommendations at the end of the document would not, 

in itself, change the nature of the report, this might be done if the Board so desired. 

(2) It was hoped that no financial inçlications would arise in connexion with 

recommendation (2) on page 39, owing to the establishment of co-operation with the 

International Congress on Tropical Medicine in 1953. The only expenses likely to arise 



would be those incurred for travel in the case of one or two persons. 

(3) As to recommendation (1) on page 43, any requests for fellowships in connexion 

with the International Port Administration Project at Rotterdam would be financed 

under the overall item for fellowships in the budget. 

Dr. MA.OKENZIE joined in the tribute paid to the report, which was a very useful 

document. He regretted, however, that no decision had been reached in regard to the 

use of penicillin for the treatment of undiagnosed genital ulcers on board ship. The 

United Kingdom had taken a strong line against that practice and it would have bean a 

great help to those concerned with shipping and the treatment of cases on board ship, 

had a definite view been voiced one way or another. 

He strongly supported Dr. Karunaratne's suggestion with regard to the 

re commendations of expert committees. In his view, not only should the re commendations 

be groupèd; they should also be specifically addressed to those concerned. In his 

view expert committees should be encouraged to make specific recommendations to the 

Board, which would then consider whether to accept them or not. The discussion of 

e^ert committee reports - which should be the most interesting part of the Board's 

work - would thus be made more lively, since it would be required to accept specific 

re sponsibilities• 

The CHAIRMAN reminded members of the established practice of the Board in merely-

noting expert committee reports and leaving it to governments to act on the 

recommendations as they individually saw fit. He invited comments from the Board 

on that procedure. 



Dr» îiâCKENZIE said he thought the correct procedure would be for expert coimnitteos 

to make re commendat i oris to the Board, which could in turn pass them on to governments. 

The expert committees nede recommendations from the purely technical angle, whereas the 

Board consisted of medical administrators, who should be aware to what extent the 

application of the recommendations was desirable or practicable. He was doubtful 

whether, as a general procedure, езфегЬ committees should report direct to 

governments： re commendations to governments should really go through some medical/ad-

ministrative body. 

The CHAIRMAN enquired whether it would be correct to draw the attention of 

governments to re commendations in the case of one expert committee report, "vrtien such a 

procedure had not been adopted in the case of others. He, personally, was in favour 

of the principle but would like the views of the Board on tho point he had raised» 

He proposed the setting-up of a small working party to study the re commendations 

of expert conmiittees and to suggest which of the recommendations might be specifically 

passed on to governments. 

Dr. KAJIUHAMTNE thought that each expert committee report should be dealt with on 

its merits» In the present instance the Board had before it certain particularly 

useful re commendations
 y
 to which it was inportant to draw the attention of governments^ 

Such a procedure would not necessarily be appropriate to all expert conimittee reports^ 

but only to those in which the recommendations were considered likely to be of 

specific interest to governments. He felt that the recommendations in the report 

under discussion should be carefully studied either by the Board or by a working party 
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in order to reach a decision as to which of them should be specially drawn to the 

attention of governments. 

It was agreed that a draft resolution along the lines proposed by Dr. KarunaratnQ 

drawing the attention of governments to recommendations in the report, would be 

submitted later in the proceedings. 

(See also under section 4 below) 

3. REPORT ON APPOINTMENTS TO EXPERT ADVISORY PANELS: 
Item 19 of the Agenda (Documents EB11/26 and EB11/26 Add« 1，Gorr. 1) 

Dr. MACKENZIE, observir^g that the list of appointments to some panels ran 

considerable length, enquired т/vhether some of thom could not be sub-dividod* 

not, for instance, the Expert Advisory Panel on Tuberculosis be sub-divided to 

the various experts under particular aspects of the disease? 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERA.L explained that an attempt had already been made to break down 

the list in the way suggested; difficulties had, however, arisen owing to the lack of 

a clear line of demarcation as between the particular aspects of the various diseases, 

and he doubted vvhether any compensatory advantage would be gained from attempts to sub-

divide the lists. Additional experts had been added at the request both of the Health 

Assembly and of the Board, and iwhether such an extension of a panel was a disadvantage 

was open to question. Inclusion of an expert on a panel often led to increased 

interest in the work of WHO. The necessity of finding the right person for discussion 

of a particular agenda item of an expert c^imnl/ttee was one of the raasons why additions 

to 

Could 

group 

had to be made to expert panels. 



While it would be extremely useful to know the views of the Board on develop-

merrbs and potential difficulties, he saw no great disadvantage in having extensive 

panels from which experts could be drawn. 

Dr. KAEUNARATNE asked what was the procedure for keeping panels up to date. 

He had understood that names were retained for a period of five years and after 

that the position reviewed. He believed however that there were cases where experts, 

still on th® panel lists, were no longer alive. 

Dr. HURTADO urged that WHO should have recourse to the services of experts 

and specialists who, by their works and reputation in the scientific world, were 

recognized as outstanding in a particular field. Invaluable sources of information 

were the scientific non-governmental organizations - admitted into relationship 

with the Organization - and their services should be enlisted. He noted the absence 

from the list of many distinguished personalities (to whom he would not refer by 

name), and stressed that the standing of many of the experts listed would often 

not prove acceptable to recognized institutes in that speciality. That was one 

of the reasons why the Board had not always found it possible to endorse the con-

clusions reached by expert committees, some of whose reports contained invalid 

statements. That was a grave situation for WHO. 

International associations in official relationship with WHO, academies and 

universities, and indeed any scientific organization of the necessary standing, 

were among the obvious sources from which experts should be sought. He believed 

that a complete and careful review should be undertaken of the whole procedure for 

the selection of experts, He added that the Expert Panel on Tuberculosis was 

particularly lacking in the right peoplej тагу aspects of the disease were not covered. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought there was some misunderstanding of the functions 

of experts• No attempt had ever been made to cover every aspect of tuberculosis 

either in the advisory panel or in the expert committee, since many aspects of the 

disease were of no immediate practical interest to WHO and were outside its range 

of activities. He personally was fully confident that eveiy expert appointed was 

competent to advise the Organization on a specific item of a particular agenda. 

What was essential was to get the best possible expert for specific aspects of work 

falling -within the province of WHO。 

The names of experts were requested from all sources open to the Organization, 

including all relevant literature. It might happen that an expert was selected 

because he had produced a new outlook on a particular aspect of a subject^ which it 

was necessary to bring to the attention of other experts. Although he might not 

be a recognized world authority he mighty on the other hand, have extensive 

experience of one aspect of the subject of a particular agenda item. 

The balancing of a committee to cover all aspects of its work was a delicate 

business, involving not only technical knowledge but an understanding of conditions 

in particular areas» It was difficult to lay down any general attitude or rule 

about the membership of.expert advisory panels® 

Dr. MACKENZIE said he was grateful for the Director-General's explanations
# 

He observed that a certain amount of misunderstanding about the operation of the 

panel system might be avoided if the explanations at present furnished to governments 

and to nominees could be made clearer in certain respects。 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed that the system should be more fully explained both 

to governments and to members appointed to expert advisory panels
0 



The CHAIRMAN proposed, in view of the serious difficulties faced by the Board 

in its procedure with regard to the recommendations of expert committees, that a 

working party be set up to consider (l) the procedure for dealing with expert 

committee reports, and (2) the question of appointments to expert advisoiy paneláv 

Dr. CANAPERIA endorsed the Chairman's proposal. Under established procedure 

the Board did not discuss expert committee reports in detail, and the system of 

merely noting then and authorizing their publication was not entirely satisfactory. 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that tho present method was satisfactory and should be 

given further trial. His only point had been that the machinery for appointment 

was not clearly understood and should be further explained» The Board was only in 

a position to deal with the procedure for the consideration of recommendations but 

was not conçetent to discuss the actual reports. 

Professor De LAET shared the views expressed by Dr. Mackenzie. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREEES said that in his view the present procedure should be 

maintained for a further period. He believed that the Director-General‘s 

explanations covered the point raised by Dr. Hurtado. 

Dr. HURTADO said he recognized that the list contained many distinguished 

names; his point was that it was not uniform in that respect, nor was he completely-

satisfied vdth the Director-General's explanations. 

In his view there was a contradiction in the present procedure, under which 

the Organization selected the experts but did not endorse their views. 



The CHA.IRMA.N believed that the consensus of opinion favoured the continuance 

of the present system. Ш therefore -would "withdraw his proposal for the setting 

up of a working party» 

4. PROCEDURE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD WITH REGARD TO RECOMMENDATIONS OF 
EXPERT COMMITTEES, 

Discussion was resumed on the fourth report of.the Expert Committee on 

Venereal Infections and Treponematoses (see section 2 above) * The СЖШИШ read 

the following draft rasolutioni 

The Executive Board 

1. NOTES the fourth report of the Expert Committee on Venereal 

Infections and Treponematoses; 

2. THINKS the members of the committee for their irorkj 

3. DRAWS t he attention of governments to the recommendations 
contained in the report] and 

4 . iUJTHOillZES the publication on the leport.. 

The .CHAIRMAN enquired т/vhether in paragraph 3 of the proposed resolution the 

Board wished to use the usual phrase., "endorses the recommendations", or the 

phrase, " draws the attention of governments to tha recommendations". 

Dr, KARUNâRâTNE observed that the resolution as drafted failed to make clear 

that not all the recommendations in the report теге applicable to governments. 

Dr* MACKENZIE doubted whether a clsar procedure could be laid down, since it 

was naeessaiy for recommendations in different reports to be dealt with in 

different ways. Expert committees might refer certain recommendations to the Board, 



and those, the Board must deal with; the committees might also make certain recommen-

dations to governments, and if those had medical/administrative implications, the 

Board should consider how far they were applicable and if it considered them suitable 

could endorse them; and there was a third categoiy of recommendations - some of which 

the Board might not altogether agree with - to which it might simply draw the 
• • • • •’ ‘ • . � ‘ . 

attention of governments. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that paragraph 3 of the draft resolution ùnder discussion 

might be amended to rèad. "draws the attention of governments to reiévant 

recommendations • ' 

Decision: The resolution as thus amended was adopted* 
• . 

. ,• . • ¡ • • . . 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to a question by Professor Ferreira, said that 

the Board could not make ацу changes in a report drawn up by a group of experts in 
* -

their own name. It could, however，make comments therëon. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES felt that the wording of the resolution as now adopted 

might be considered discriminatory, in view of the fact that à different wording 

had been used in resolutions on reports previously considered. 

… • •..、 . • • • . . . • * . ' • ,..-•... 

The CHAIRMAN said that that was one of the reasons why he had suggested the 

setting up of a workiiig party. . 

•• • ' ‘ • • ——••：.- • 上’：:;..:
：
...：；-、.？..，:'. - - . / . . 、 , . . . . . . . . . .... 

Professor CANAFERIA suggested that the Board found itself in rather an odd 

situation'since on the one hand it assumed no responsibility tor the recommendations 

of expert committees yet on the other it - dire et e à ‘ the ‘att'eht iori óf governments to 



certain of those recommendations. Frequently, he believed, governments viere unable 

to distinguish between recommendations emanating from a group of experts and those 

coming directly from the Organization itself. Hence he ；favoured the setting up of 

a working partyj the question was a complex one of fundamental importance to the 

Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that since the resolution had already been adopted, the 

Board must now consider whether it wished to reopen the question. He suggested 

that ацу further discussion be deferred to the next meeting. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p»m. 


